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EssentialsComputer and Communication Networks

The Architecture of Computer Hardware and System Software
In a world where the number of people who need to learn about data
communications and networking is exploding, Forouzan's book is the answer. The
book's visual approach makes it easy for students to learn about and understand
the concepts involved in this rapidly developing field. TCP/IP Protocol Suite teaches
students and professionals, with no prior knowledge of TCP/IP everything they need
to know about the subject. This comprehensive book uses hundreds of figures to
make technical concepts easy to grasp as well as many examples which help tie
the material to the real-world. The fourth editi.

Network Simulation Experiments Manual
Computer Networks
Computer Vision: Principles, Algorithms, Applications, Learning (previously entitled
Computer and Machine Vision) clearly and systematically presents the basic
methodology of computer vision, covering the essential elements of the theory
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while emphasizing algorithmic and practical design constraints. This fully revised
fifth edition has brought in more of the concepts and applications of computer
vision, making it a very comprehensive and up-to-date text suitable for
undergraduate and graduate students, researchers and R&D engineers working in
this vibrant subject. See an interview with the author explaining his approach to
teaching and learning computer vision http://scitechconnect.elsevier.com/computer-vision/ Three new chapters on
Machine Learning emphasise the way the subject has been developing; Two
chapters cover Basic Classification Concepts and Probabilistic Models; and the The
third covers the principles of Deep Learning Networks and shows their impact on
computer vision, reflected in a new chapter Face Detection and Recognition. A new
chapter on Object Segmentation and Shape Models reflects the methodology of
machine learning and gives practical demonstrations of its application. In-depth
discussions have been included on geometric transformations, the EM algorithm,
boosting, semantic segmentation, face frontalisation, RNNs and other key topics.
Examples and applications—including the location of biscuits, foreign bodies, faces,
eyes, road lanes, surveillance, vehicles and pedestrians—give the ‘ins and outs’ of
developing real-world vision systems, showing the realities of practical
implementation. Necessary mathematics and essential theory are made
approachable by careful explanations and well-illustrated examples. The ‘recent
developments’ sections included in each chapter aim to bring students and
practitioners up to date with this fast-moving subject. Tailored programming
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examples—code, methods, illustrations, tasks, hints and solutions (mainly involving
MATLAB and C++)

The Better Angels of Our Nature
This best selling text on computer organization has been thoroughly updated to
reflect the newest technologies. Examples highlight the latest processor designs,
benchmarking standards, languages and tools. As with previous editions, a MIPs
processor is the core used to present the fundamentals of hardware technologies
at work in a computer system. The book presents an entire MIPS instruction
set—instruction by instruction—the fundamentals of assembly language, computer
arithmetic, pipelining, memory hierarchies and I/O. A new aspect of the third
edition is the explicit connection between program performance and CPU
performance. The authors show how hardware and software components--such as
the specific algorithm, programming language, compiler, ISA and processor
implementation--impact program performance. Throughout the book a new feature
focusing on program performance describes how to search for bottlenecks and
improve performance in various parts of the system. The book digs deeper into the
hardware/software interface, presenting a complete view of the function of the
programming language and compiler--crucial for understanding computer
organization. A CD provides a toolkit of simulators and compilers along with
tutorials for using them. For instructor resources click on the grey "companion site"
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button found on the right side of this page. This new edition represents a major
revision. New to this edition: * Entire Text has been updated to reflect new
technology * 70% new exercises. * Includes a CD loaded with software, projects
and exercises to support courses using a number of tools * A new interior design
presents defined terms in the margin for quick reference * A new feature,
"Understanding Program Performance" focuses on performance from the
programmer's perspective * Two sets of exercises and solutions, "For More
Practice" and "In More Depth," are included on the CD * "Check Yourself" questions
help students check their understanding of major concepts * "Computers In the
Real World" feature illustrates the diversity of uses for information technology
*More detail below

Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach Featuring the
Internet, 3/e
Ying-Dar Lin, Ren-Hung Hwang, and Fred Baker's Computer Networks: An Open
Source Approach is the first text to implement an open source approach,
discussing the network layers, their applications, and the implementation issues.
The book features 56 open-source code examples to narrow the gap between
domain knowledge and hands-on skills. Students learn by doing and are aided by
the book's extensive pedagogy. Lin/Hwang/Baker is designed for the first course in
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computer networks for computer science undergraduates or first year graduate
students.

Guide to Computer Network Security
For use in an introductory circuit analysis or circuit theory course, this text
presents circuit analysis in a clear manner, with many practical applications. It
demonstrates the principles, carefully explaining each step.

Computer Networks
Data Communications and Networking
Security in Computing
Thoroughly updated to reflect the CompTIA Network+ N10-007 exam, Networking
Essentials, Fifth Edition is a practical, up-to-date, and hands-on guide to the basics
of networking. Written from the viewpoint of a working network administrator, it
requires absolutely no experience with either network concepts or day-to-day
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network management. Networking Essentials, Fifth Edition guides readers from an
entry-level knowledge in computer networks to advanced concepts in Ethernet and
TCP/IP networks; routing protocols and router configuration; local, campus, and
wide area network configuration; network security; wireless networking; optical
networks; Voice over IP; the network server; and Linux networking. This edition
contains additional coverage of switch security, troubleshooting IP networks,
authorization and access control, best practices for disaster recovery, network
infrastructure configuration and management, data traffic network analysis,
network security, and VoIP. It also covers approximately 250 new terms now
addressed by CompTIA’s N10-007 exam. Clear goals are outlined for each chapter,
and every concept is introduced in easy-to-understand language that explains how
and why networking technologies are used. Each chapter is packed with real-world
examples and practical exercises that reinforce all concepts and guide you through
using them to configure, analyze, and fix networks. KEY PEDAGOGICAL FEATURES
NET-CHALLENGE SIMULATION SOFTWARE provides hands-on experience with
entering router and switch commands, setting up functions, and configuring
interfaces and protocols WIRESHARK NETWORK PROTOCOL ANALYZER presents
techniques and examples of data traffic analysis throughout PROVEN TOOLS FOR
MORE EFFECTIVE LEARNING AND NETWORK+ PREP, including chapter outlines,
summaries, and Network+ objectives WORKING EXAMPLES IN EVERY CHAPTER to
reinforce key concepts and promote mastery KEY TERM DEFINITIONS, LISTINGS,
AND EXTENSIVE GLOSSARY to help you master the language of networking
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QUESTIONS, PROBLEMS, AND CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS to help you deepen
your understanding

Guide to Computer Forensics and Investigations
Balancing the most technical concepts with practical everyday issues, DATABASE
COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTER NETWORKS, 8e provides thorough coverage of
the basic features, operations, and limitations of different types of computer
networks--making it the ideal resource for future business managers, computer
programmers, system designers, as well as home computer users. Offering a
comprehensive introduction to computer networks and data communications, the
book includes coverage of the language of computer networks as well as the
effects of data communications on business and society. It provides full coverage
of wireless technologies, industry convergence, compression techniques, network
security, LAN technologies, VoIP, and error detection and correction. The Eighth
Edition also offers up-to-the-minute coverage of near field communications,
updated USB interface, lightning interface, and IEEE 802.11 ac and ad wireless
standards, firewall updates, router security problems, the Internet of Things, cloud
computing, zero-client workstations, and Internet domain names. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
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Data Communications and Networking
Computer Networks
Computer Architecture
Network Security Essentials, Third Edition is a thorough, up-to-date introduction to
the deterrence, prevention, detection, and correction of security violations
involving information delivery across networks and the Internet.

Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach: International
Edition
Appropriate for Computer Networking or Introduction to Networking courses at
both the undergraduate and graduate level in Computer Science, Electrical
Engineering, CIS, MIS, and Business Departments. Tanenbaum takes a structured
approach to explaining how networks work from the inside out. He starts with an
explanation of the physical layer of networking, computer hardware and
transmission systems; then works his way up to network applications.
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Tanenbaum's in-depth application coverage includes email; the domain name
system; the World Wide Web (both client- and server-side); and multimedia
(including voice over IP, Internet radio video on demand, video conferencing, and
streaming media. Each chapter follows a consistent approach: Tanenbaum
presents key principles, then illustrates them utilizing real-world example networks
that run through the entire book—the Internet, and wireless networks, including
Wireless LANs, broadband wireless and Bluetooth. The Fifth Edition includes a
chapter devoted exclusively to network security. The textbook is supplemented by
a Solutions Manual, as well as a Website containing PowerPoint slides, art in
various forms, and other tools for instruction, including a protocol simulator
whereby students can develop and test their own network protocols. Networking
Labs (Instructor bundle) This set of a dozen labs complements the textbook with
hands-on exercises to let students explore the Internet protocols in a real-world
setting. All the handouts and traces that students need to complete the exercises
are included. The exercises run on Windows, Mac and Linux platforms, and may be
used for labs, homeworks, and demonstrations. The protocols that are examined
include Ethernet, 802.11, IP, ARP, ICMP, DHCP, UDP, TCP, HTTP, DNS and SSL. The
labs also build useful skills by making use of popular networking tools including
Wireshark, curl and wget, ping, traceroute, and dig. The instructor version of the
labs includes solution handouts and source materials.

Computer Organization, Design, and Architecture, Fifth Edition
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Data Communications and Computer Networks: A Business
User's Approach
"This book is the best source for the most current, relevant, cutting edge research
in the field of industrial informatics focusing on different methodologies of
information technologies to enhance industrial fabrication, intelligence, and
manufacturing processes"--Provided by publisher.

TCP/IP Protocol Suite
Provides comprehensive coverage of the basic principles and methods of electric
power conversion and the latest developments in the field This book constitutes a
comprehensive overview of the modern power electronics. Various semiconductor
power switches are described, complementary components and systems are
presented, and power electronic converters that process power for a variety of
applications are explained in detail. This third edition updates all chapters,
including new concepts in modern power electronics. New to this edition is
extended coverage of matrix converters, multilevel inverters, and applications of
the Z-source in cascaded power converters. The book is accompanied by a website
hosting an instructor’s manual, a PowerPoint presentation, and a set of PSpice files
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for simulation of a variety of power electronic converters. Introduction to Modern
Power Electronics, Third Edition: Discusses power conversion types: ac-to-dc, ac-toac, dc-to-dc, and dc-to-ac Reviews advanced control methods used in today’s
power electronic converters Includes an extensive body of examples, exercises,
computer assignments, and simulations Introduction to Modern Power Electronics,
Third Edition is written for undergraduate and graduate engineering students
interested in modern power electronics and renewable energy systems. The book
can also serve as a reference tool for practicing electrical and industrial engineers.

Computer Vision
This timely textbook presents a comprehensive guide to the core topics in
cybersecurity, covering issues of security that extend beyond traditional computer
networks to the ubiquitous mobile communications and online social networks that
have become part of our daily lives. In the context of our growing dependence on
an ever-changing digital ecosystem, this book stresses the importance of security
awareness, whether in our homes, our businesses, or our public spaces. This fully
updated new edition features new material on the security issues raised by
blockchain technology, and its use in logistics, digital ledgers, payments systems,
and digital contracts. Topics and features: Explores the full range of security risks
and vulnerabilities in all connected digital systems Inspires debate over future
developments and improvements necessary to enhance the security of personal,
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public, and private enterprise systems Raises thought-provoking questions
regarding legislative, legal, social, technical, and ethical challenges, such as the
tension between privacy and security Describes the fundamentals of traditional
computer network security, and common threats to security Reviews the current
landscape of tools, algorithms, and professional best practices in use to maintain
security of digital systems Discusses the security issues introduced by the latest
generation of network technologies, including mobile systems, cloud computing,
and blockchain Presents exercises of varying levels of difficulty at the end of each
chapter, and concludes with a diverse selection of practical projects Offers
supplementary material for students and instructors at an associated website,
including slides, additional projects, and syllabus suggestions This important
textbook/reference is an invaluable resource for students of computer science,
engineering, and information management, as well as for practitioners working in
data- and information-intensive industries.

Computer Networks: Pearson New International Edition
The book provides an up-to-date and authoritative treatment of pattern recognition
and computer vision, with chapters written by leaders in the field. On the basic
methods in pattern recognition and computer vision, topics range from statistical
pattern recognition to array grammars to projective geometry to skeletonization,
and shape and texture measures. Recognition applications include character
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recognition and document analysis, detection of digital mammograms, remote
sensing image fusion, and analysis of functional magnetic resonance imaging data,
etc.

Cisco: A Beginner's Guide, Fourth Edition
Mobile and Handheld Computing Solutions for Organizations
and End-Users
Fundamentals of Electric Circuits
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book.
Computer Networks, 5/e is appropriate for Computer Networking or Introduction to
Networking courses at both the undergraduate and graduate level in Computer
Science, Electrical Engineering, CIS, MIS, and Business Departments. Tanenbaum
takes a structured approach to explaining how networks work from the inside out.
He starts with an explanation of the physical layer of networking, computer
hardware and transmission systems; then works his way up to network
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applications. Tanenbaum's in-depth application coverage includes email; the
domain name system; the World Wide Web (both client- and server-side); and
multimedia (including voice over IP, Internet radio video on demand, video
conferencing, and streaming media. Each chapter follows a consistent approach:
Tanenbaum presents key principles, then illustrates them utilizing real-world
example networks that run through the entire book—the Internet, and wireless
networks, including Wireless LANs, broadband wireless and Bluetooth. The Fifth
Edition includes a chapter devoted exclusively to network security. The textbook is
supplemented by a Solutions Manual, as well as a Website containing PowerPoint
slides, art in various forms, and other tools for instruction, including a protocol
simulator whereby students can develop and test their own network protocols.

Computer Networks
Learners will master the skills necessary to launch and complete a successful
computer investigation with the updated fourth edition of this popular book, GUIDE
TO COMPUTER FORENSICS AND INVESTIGATIONS. This resource guides readers
through conducting a high-tech investigation, from acquiring digital evidence to
reporting its findings. Updated coverage includes new software and technologies
as well as up-to-date reference sections. Learn how to set up a forensics lab, how
to acquire the proper and necessary tools, and how to conduct the investigation
and subsequent digital analysis. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
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the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Handbook of Research on Industrial Informatics and
Manufacturing Intelligence: Innovations and Solutions
Judith Gersting's Mathematical Structures for Computer Science has long been
acclaimed for its clear presentation of essential concepts and its exceptional range
of applications relevant to computer science majors. Now with this new edition, it is
the first discrete mathematics textbook revised to meet the proposed new
ACM/IEEE standards for the course.

Computer Networks
Computer and Communication Networks, Second Edition, explains the modern
technologies of networking and communications, preparing you to analyze and
simulate complex networks, and to design cost-effective networks for emerging
requirements. Offering uniquely balanced coverage of basic and advanced topics,
it teaches through case studies, realistic examples and exercises, and intuitive
illustrations. Nader F. Mir establishes a solid foundation in basic networking
concepts; TCP/IP schemes; wireless and LTE networks; Internet applications, such
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as Web and e-mail; and network security. Then, he delves into both network
analysis and advanced networking protocols, VoIP, cloud-based multimedia
networking, SDN, and virtualized networks. In this new edition, Mir provides
updated, practical, scenario-based information that many networking books lack,
offering a uniquely effective blend of theory and implementation. Drawing on
extensive field experience, he presents many contemporary applications and
covers key topics that other texts overlook, including P2P and voice/video
networking, SDN, information-centric networking, and modern router/switch
design. Students, researchers, and networking professionals will find up-to-date,
thorough coverage of Packet switching Internet protocols (including IPv6)
Networking devices Links and link interfaces LANs, WANs, and Internetworking
Multicast routing, and protocols Wide area wireless networks and LTE Transport
and end-to-end protocols Network applications and management Network security
Network queues and delay analysis Advanced router/switch architecture QoS and
scheduling Tunneling, VPNs, and MPLS All-optical networks, WDM, and GMPLS
Cloud computing and network virtualization Software defined networking (SDN)
VoIP signaling Media exchange and voice/video compression Distributed/cloudbased multimedia networks Mobile ad hoc networks Wireless sensor networks Key
features include More than three hundred fifty figures that simplify complex topics
Numerous algorithms that summarize key networking protocols and equations Upto-date case studies illuminating concepts and theory Approximately four hundred
exercises and examples honed over Mir's twenty years of teaching networking
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STRUCTURED COMPUTER ORGANIZATION
Network Simulation Experiments Manual, Third Edition, is a practical tool
containing detailed, simulation-based experiments to help students and
professionals learn about key concepts in computer networking. It allows the
networking professional to visualize how computer networks work with the aid of a
software tool called OPNET to simulate network function. OPNET provides a virtual
environment for modeling, analyzing, and predicting the performance of IT
infrastructures, including applications, servers, and networking technologies. It can
be downloaded free of charge and is easy to install. The book’s simulation
approach provides a virtual environment for a wide range of desirable features,
such as modeling a network based on specified criteria and analyzing its
performance under different scenarios. The experiments include the basics of
using OPNET IT Guru Academic Edition; operation of the Ethernet network;
partitioning of a physical network into separate logical networks using virtual local
area networks (VLANs); and the basics of network design. Also covered are
congestion control algorithms implemented by the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP); the effects of various queuing disciplines on packet delivery and delay for
different services; and the role of firewalls and virtual private networks (VPNs) in
providing security to shared public networks. Each experiment in this updated
edition is accompanied by review questions, a lab report, and exercises.
Networking designers and professionals as well as graduate students will find this
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manual extremely helpful. Updated and expanded by an instructor who has used
OPNET simulation tools in his classroom for numerous demonstrations and realworld scenarios. Software download based on an award-winning product made by
OPNET Technologies, Inc., whose software is used by thousands of commercial and
government organizations worldwide, and by over 500 universities. Useful
experimentation for professionals in the workplace who are interested in learning
and demonstrating the capability of evaluating different commercial networking
products, i.e., Cisco routers. Covers the core networking topologies and includes
assignments on Switched LANs, Network Design, CSMA, RIP, TCP, Queuing
Disciplines, Web Caching, etc.

Computer Organization and Design
Mobile and Handheld Computing Solutions for Organizations and End-Users
discusses a broad range of topics in order to advance handheld knowledge and
apply the proposed methods to real-world issues for organizations and end users.
This book brings together researchers and practitioners involved with mobile and
handheld computing solutions useful for IT students, researchers, and scholars.

Computer Networks
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Computer Networks
Building on the successful top-down approach of previous editions, the Sixth
Edition of Computer Networking continues with an early emphasis on applicationlayer paradigms and application programming interfaces (the top layer),
encouraging a hands-on experience with protocols and networking concepts,
before working down the protocol stack to more abstract layers. This book has
become the dominant book for this course because of the authors’ reputations, the
precision of explanation, the quality of the art program, and the value of their own
supplements.

Introduction to Modern Power Electronics
Mathematical Structures for Computer Science
Presents a controversial history of violence which argues that today's world is the
most peaceful time in human existence, drawing on psychological insights into
intrinsic values that are causing people to condemn violence as an acceptable
measure.
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Inventing the Cloud Century
On computer networks

Computer Networks and Internets with Internet Applications,
4/e (With CD)
This book combines the three dimensions of technology, society and economy to
explore the advent of today’s cloud ecosystems as successors to older service
ecosystems based on networks. Further, it describes the shifting of services to the
cloud as a long-term trend that is still progressing rapidly.The book adopts a
comprehensive perspective on the key success factors for the technology –
compelling business models and ecosystems including private, public and national
organizations. The authors explore the evolution of service ecosystems, describe
the similarities and differences, and analyze the way they have created and
changed industries. Lastly, based on the current status of cloud computing and
related technologies like virtualization, the internet of things, fog computing, big
data and analytics, cognitive computing and blockchain, the authors provide a
revealing outlook on the possibilities of future technologies, the future of the
internet, and the potential impacts on business and society.
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Computer Networks
"This book provides original research on the theoretical and applied aspects of
artificial life, as well as addresses scientific, psychological, and social issues of
synthetic life-like behavior and abilities"--Provided by publisher.

Handbook of Pattern Recognition and Computer Vision (5th
Edition)
The new text on networking adopts a consistent approach to covering both the
theory of basic networking technologies as well as practical solutions to networking
problems. The structure of the book helps students to form a picture of the
network as a whole. Essential and supplemental material to help both instructors
and students will be made available from the booksite which will include
visualisations of networking problems and solutions.

Investigations Into Living Systems, Artificial Life, and Realworld Solutions
Computer Networks: A Systems Approach, Fifth Edition, explores the key principles
of computer networking, with examples drawn from the real world of network and
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protocol design. Using the Internet as the primary example, this best-selling and
classic textbook explains various protocols and networking technologies. The
systems-oriented approach encourages students to think about how individual
network components fit into a larger, complex system of interactions. This book
has a completely updated content with expanded coverage of the topics of utmost
importance to networking professionals and students, including P2P, wireless,
network security, and network applications such as e-mail and the Web, IP
telephony and video streaming, and peer-to-peer file sharing. There is now
increased focus on application layer issues where innovative and exciting research
and design is currently the center of attention. Other topics include network design
and architecture; the ways users can connect to a network; the concepts of
switching, routing, and internetworking; end-to-end protocols; congestion control
and resource allocation; and end-to-end data. Each chapter includes a problem
statement, which introduces issues to be examined; shaded sidebars that
elaborate on a topic or introduce a related advanced topic; What’s Next?
discussions that deal with emerging issues in research, the commercial world, or
society; and exercises. This book is written for graduate or upper-division
undergraduate classes in computer networking. It will also be useful for industry
professionals retraining for network-related assignments, as well as for network
practitioners seeking to understand the workings of network protocols and the big
picture of networking. Completely updated content with expanded coverage of the
topics of utmost importance to networking professionals and students, including
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P2P, wireless, security, and applications Increased focus on application layer issues
where innovative and exciting research and design is currently the center of
attention Free downloadable network simulation software and lab experiments
manual available

Networking Essentials
Computer Networks
Suitable for a one- or two-semester undergraduate or beginning graduate course in
computer science and computer engineering, Computer Organization, Design, and
Architecture, Fifth Edition presents the operating principles, capabilities, and
limitations of digital computers to enable the development of complex yet efficient
systems. With 11 new sections and four revised sections, this edition takes
students through a solid, up-to-date exploration of single- and multiple-processor
systems, embedded architectures, and performance evaluation. See What’s New in
the Fifth Edition Expanded coverage of embedded systems, mobile processors, and
cloud computing Material for the "Architecture and Organization" part of the 2013
IEEE/ACM Draft Curricula for Computer Science and Engineering Updated
commercial machine architecture examples The backbone of the book is a
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description of the complete design of a simple but complete hypothetical
computer. The author then details the architectural features of contemporary
computer systems (selected from Intel, MIPS, ARM, Motorola, Cray and various
microcontrollers, etc.) as enhancements to the structure of the simple computer.
He also introduces performance enhancements and advanced architectures
including networks, distributed systems, GRIDs, and cloud computing. Computer
organization deals with providing just enough details on the operation of the
computer system for sophisticated users and programmers. Often, books on digital
systems’ architecture fall into four categories: logic design, computer organization,
hardware design, and system architecture. This book captures the important
attributes of these four categories to present a comprehensive text that includes
pertinent hardware, software, and system aspects.

Network Security Essentials
This best-selling title, considered for over a decade to be essential reading for
every serious student and practitioner of computer design, has been updated
throughout to address the most important trends facing computer designers today.
In this edition, the authors bring their trademark method of quantitative analysis
not only to high performance desktop machine design, but also to the design of
embedded and server systems. They have illustrated their principles with designs
from all three of these domains, including examples from consumer electronics,
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multimedia and web technologies, and high performance computing. The book
retains its highly rated features: Fallacies and Pitfalls, which share the hard-won
lessons of real designers; Historical Perspectives, which provide a deeper look at
computer design history; Putting it all Together, which present a design example
that illustrates the principles of the chapter; Worked Examples, which challenge
the reader to apply the concepts, theories and methods in smaller scale problems;
and Cross-Cutting Issues, which show how the ideas covered in one chapter
interact with those presented in others. In addition, a new feature, Another View,
presents brief design examples in one of the three domains other than the one
chosen for Putting It All Together. The authors present a new organization of the
material as well, reducing the overlap with their other text, Computer Organization
and Design: A Hardware/Software Approach 2/e, and offering more in-depth
treatment of advanced topics in multithreading, instruction level parallelism, VLIW
architectures, memory hierarchies, storage devices and network technologies. Also
new to this edition, is the adoption of the MIPS 64 as the instruction set
architecture. In addition to several online appendixes, two new appendixes will be
printed in the book: one contains a complete review of the basic concepts of
pipelining, the other provides solutions a selection of the exercises. Both will be
invaluable to the student or professional learning on her own or in the classroom.
Hennessy and Patterson continue to focus on fundamental techniques for
designing real machines and for maximizing their cost/performance. * Presents
state-of-the-art design examples including: * IA-64 architecture and its first
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implementation, the Itanium * Pipeline designs for Pentium III and Pentium IV * The
cluster that runs the Google search engine * EMC storage systems and their
performance * Sony Playstation 2 * Infiniband, a new storage area and system area
network * SunFire 6800 multiprocessor server and its processor the UltraSPARC III *
Trimedia TM32 media processor and the Transmeta Crusoe processor * Examines
quantitative performance analysis in the commercial server market and the
embedded market, as well as the traditional desktop market. Updates all the
examples and figures with the most recent benchmarks, such as SPEC 2000. *
Expands coverage of instruction sets to include descriptions of digital signal
processors, media processors, and multimedia extensions to desktop processors. *
Analyzes capacity, cost, and performance of disks over two decades. Surveys the
role of clusters in scientific computing and commercial computing. * Presents a
survey, taxonomy, and the benchmarks of errors and failures in computer systems.
* Presents detailed descriptions of the design of storage systems and of clusters. *
Surveys memory hierarchies in modern microprocessors and the key parameters of
modern disks. * Presents a glossary of networking terms.

Computer and Communication Networks
A guide to Cisco technology covers such topics as routers, switches, network
security, Cisco certifications, wireless technology, and SAN and CDN solutions.
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